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The career landscape is significartly charging globally.At &e University ofMysore we understand that we are

preparing students for a job in the future, a job which we don't know yet. The University Career Hub

-ARUSA2.0 initiative of the University of Mysore was born in this context. The core objective is to
provide career support services to students, alumni of the University and students from its 220
affiliate colleges to equip them better for a job or start their own venture.

Provide a breadth of career support services like industry connect, skill development program,

Psychometry, resume writing, interview prepilation, taining in generic skills and sector-specific skills.
coaching for competitive exams - SSC, UPSC, KPS and many more. We also provide English language

training, Industry certification progfirm in collaboration with industry leaders like IBM, SAP, Google and

many more. We bridge with industry bodies like CII, NASSCOM. We give instruction in resume writ-
ingclinics, psychometry analysis and other support services to establish the right career fit.

Provides a variety of services to enhance the entrepreneurial ability of young graduates and to

provides infrastructure, technical and mmagerial zupport to needy start-ups. We bring indusuy into the campus

and enhance make it closer to the students. Introduce students to a start-up culture.

Provides a variety of workshops, short tern courses and mentoring to foster the culture of
innovation. Wb equip students to rapid -protoqrpe and build a self-reliant mindset. We have a

state-of-the-art Makers lab to support rapid - prototyping of innovative business ideas, a Lab comprising a

reasure to explore tinkering:Augmented / virtual reality Studio, 3D printing / scanning, Electro-mechanical

kits, Hydroponic kits, Robotic arms, Design Software, IOT kits, Arduino boards, Sewing kits, Drone kits
and lot more added variety to what can be prototyped. Our focus is also on Theme based challenges from
time to time.Mentorship support by industry domain specialists, technology specialists and business

specialist as provided.

Provide career guidance services to better equip snrdents . Also enhance their chances of employability
and make them self-reliant.
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- INNOVATION HUB
A state-of-the-art Makers lab to support rapid - prototyping of innovative business ideas.
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INCUBATION CELL

Best in class workspace with cluster,
plu g-n-play workstations
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Auditorium with Seating capacity of 130 +
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Psychometric Test - Career Counselling Sessions
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Inauguration of University Career Hub by the
Honoble Prime Minister Shri. Narendra Modi

CONTACT:
The Co-ordinator,

University Career Hutr
Behind Jayatakshmi Vilas Mansion
Manasagangotri, MYsu ru-570006

Mobile: +91 9742582250

Email Id: careerhub@uni-mysore.ac.in


